Herazo hammers 15 Km field; Heppner also wins

Elk Grove, Ill., Sept. 24 (Story by Al Heppner)—On a beautiful, picturesque morning, Victoria Herazo shone under the clear skies, winning the USAT&F 15 Km National Racewalk Championships. Al Heppner led the men’s division.

With the two races starting together, Herazo went out with the men’s lead pack and left the rest of the women’s field at the starting line. With the men pulling her along, Herazo finished in an impressive 1:12:39, only a minute off her own American record. Wisconsin-Parkside senior, Danielle Kirk, was a distant second (1:20:10).

The men’s race proved to be much more dramatic as a pack consisting of Will VanAxen, Al Heppner, Paul Malek, and James Carmines led Herazo out of the blocks. However, by the 2 Km mark, VanAxen and Heppner were all alone, with Malek a good 50 meters behind. At 7 Km, Heppner fell off VanAxen and was caught by Malek. VanAxen, a UW-Parkside junior, cruised along and opened up a comfortable margin, while Heppner tucked in behind Malek.

Walking a seemingly effortless race, VanAxen crossed the 10 Km mark in 46:03, almost a minute ahead of Malek and Heppner. Heppner made a move at 10 Km and reestablished a 50 meter lead. Meanwhile, newcomer, Paul Martino, began creeping up on Malek.

VanAxen broke the tape way ahead of the field, only to find he was disqualified. That left Heppner in the lead, and he appeared to have the race won as he still maintained a 50-meter lead with about 300 to go. But as Martino caught up to Malek, the pair sprinted the last straightaway and nearly caught a surprised Heppner. Malek, who kept elbowing Martino further to the outside, hung on for a controversial second-place finish.

The 52-year-old Carmines finished fourth overall in the men’s race and easily beat Mike DeWitt, 8 years his junior, for the overall masters title. Max Green, 63, was as impressive as ever, finishing eighth overall among the men and fifth among the masters.

Meet director Diane Graham-Henry was very pleased with the turn-out as more than 60 walkers competed in a 5 Km, the Midwest 10 Km Championship, and the National 15 Km. The 15 had a field of 37 walkers over the four divisions (senior and masters for both men and women). The results:

**Senior Men:**
The Ohio Racewalker is published monthly in Columbus, Ohio. Subscription rate is $10.00 per year ($12.00 outside the U.S.). Editor and Publisher: John E. (Jack) Mortland. Address all correspondence regarding both editorial and subscription matters to: Ohio Racewalker, 3184 Summit St., Columbus, Ohio 43202.

(Morgan, Herazo reign at 5 Km

Kingsport, Tenn., Sept. 16—Gary Morgan and Victoria Herazo were the big winners in the USATF 5 Km national racewalk championships held here today. Steady rain and a new course with numerous corners ruled out record times, but the winners were both pleased with their performances. The many turns resulted when construction forced a change in the course layout from last year.


Morgan, McGovern, and Curt Clausen blistered the course with a 3:57 first kilometer. "I knew we’d pay for that early pace later on in the race," said Morgan. "It was just too fast, but once we committed to it, there was nothing to do but keep attacking. I got a pretty good lead, but I can tell you that I was really hurting. I just held on for that last lap."

"I knew better than to go out that fast," said McGovern. "But in a short race like this, you can’t hold back. I started to gain a bit over the final two laps, but Morgan’s lead was just enough to keep me from rallying."

Herazo blitzed the field to win in 22:48, better than 2 minutes ahead of Cheryl Rellinger. "The conditions were tough," said Herazo. "Not so much the rain as the number of turns. I was hoping to break the U.S. record of 22:15, but it just wasn’t going to happen today. I just kept up with the guys around me and that helped to push me along."

Master’s titles went to Jim Carmines and Becky Comeaux. Carmines overtook prerace favorite Ray Funkhouser to win in 23:49, leaving Funkhouser 17 seconds behind. Comeaux also scored an upset, beating Sally Richards decisively over the last 2 Km as she finished in 25:29.

Results:


OTHER RESULTS


SEPTEMBER 1995
McCoy, Cortlandt Manor, N.Y. 17:45.2 12. Nicole Ciomek, Marietta, Georgia 17:47.6 13. Melissa Dabel, Madison, Wis. 17:51.5


ALL HEEL AND TOE SPECIALISTS BE AWARE OF THESE EVENTS

Sat. Oct. 7
1 Hour, Miami, 7:30 am (Q)
5 Miles, Indianapolis (V)
Lynette Atkins Memorial 8 Km, Kalamazoo, Mich., 9 am (N)
5 and 10 Km, Lakspur, Cal., 9 am (P)
3 Km, Seattle (C) (Following a clinic)

Sun. Oct. 8
USATF National 1 and 1 Hour, Cambridge, Mass. (K)
5 Km, Indianapolis (V)
5 Km, Marin, Cal., 9:30 am (P)

Sat. Oct. 14
5 Km, Seattle (C)
5 Km, Miami, 7:30 am (Q)

Sun. Oct. 15
1 Hour, Alexandria, Virginia (J)
3 Mile, Topsfield, Mass. (I)
Southern Regional 15 Km Championship, Atlanta 10 am (D)
5 Km, Atlanta, 8 am (D)
5 Km, Miami, 8 am (Q)
3, 5, and 10 Km, Dearborn, Mich. (E)
5 Km, Indianapolis (V)
5 Km, Pasadena, Cal. (B)
1 Hour, Marin, Cal. (P)

Sat. Oct. 21
5 Km, Davie, Fla., 7:30 am (Q)
5 Km, Indianapolis (V)
10 Km, Ft. Ord, Cal., (R)

Sun. Oct. 22
Eastern Regional 30 Km, New York City (F)
New England 15 Km Championship, Boston (I)
Western Regional 8 Km, Las Vegas, 7:30 am (T)

Sat. Oct. 28
5 Km, Coral Springs, FL, 8 am (Q)
Henry Laskau 5 Km, Miami, 7:30 am (Q)
FROM HEEL TO TOE

It has always been unpleasant to have to report on the passing of companions in the racewalking community, but, it has, of course, been a necessary part of my self-appointed task of trying to keep the faithful informed. It is even sadder to have to report such an event before it happens. Nonetheless, Alan Wood has asked me to publish this statement: "The publisher of The Master Walker, Alan Wood, has terminal kidney cancer."

Blessedly, he also reports that "he is happy to be going to heaven." Alan has published his informative little newsletter (3 or 4 pages a month in an even more informal format and style than the ORW, if that can be imagined) for 20 years and kept tags on master’s statistics. As he gives up the publication, his contributions will be missed by his many faithful subscribers. However, he has found a new editor, and the publication itself will continue. If you are interested, contact Ron Heimburger at 308 Bartell, Chesapeake, VA 23320. Bev La Veck will maintain the "Age Best" charts that Alan has kept for many years and send them to Ron for printing. Alan’s announcement does not come as a big surprise, as he has documented the physical, psychological, and spiritual aspects of his fight with the disease in the pages of his newsletter. For those who accept the power of prayer, you might remember Alan, although he seems at peace with his fate... On a happier note, Gene Dix, 73, founder of the New Mexico Racewalkers, recently had an angioplasty procedure to clear a chest blockage. Success of the procedure is marked by his return to his walking program... And, Dr. John Blackburn, patriarch of the Ohio Track Club racewalking efforts, reports that Corinne "Grandma" Blackburn has survived her third coronary angioplasty and is back to work. Corinne is a real pioneer in women’s racewalking, as was the Ohio Track Club, in the late '50s and early '60s. The Blackburns retired to Arizona several years ago and John still gets out for a few miles at a brisk pace several days a week... Three-time Olympic walker, Bruce MacDonald (20 Km 1956, 50 Km 1960 and 1964), has been elected to the New York University Athletics Hall of Fame. A well-deserved honor, but one, the likes of which, come too seldom to racewalkers... The Metropolitan Athletics Congress will include racewalkers in their indoor track meets beginning in December and running through February. The meets will include 3 Km walks for those who can better 16 minutes and 1500 meters or 1 Mile for others. To receive a full schedule when it becomes available, send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to Stella Cashman, 320 E. 83rd St., New York, NY 10028 or call her at 212-628-13317 after 9 pm... Something we don’t do often enough is thank the many readers who append pleasant notes to their renewal notices praising our humble efforts. Notes such as: "I’m more than happy to renew my subscription. I look forward to seeing it in my mailbox each month." A few strokes are always pleasant and many of you have supplied them through the years. Alan’s Real World Racewalking Clinic, featuring Ian Whatley and Dave McGovern in Kingsport, Tenn., October 27-29. The clinic will include an introduction, meal, and video tape presentation on Friday evening; classroom work and outdoor training sessions on Saturday; and further classroom work, a session on stretching, and an outdoor practical session on Sunday. Cost is $95 per person (lodging and meals not included). Contact Bobby Baker at 615-229-4364 for further information or to make reservations. Racewalking coach and author, Howard "Jake" Jacobson, is now doing a weekly fitness column for the New York Post titled "In Shape..."

... Some further detail on the U.S. Olympic Festival races (see August issue) from Al Heppner, a participant: When asked about the effects of the heat and the altitude, seventh-place finisher Linda Brubaker responded, "Ever race in slow motion?" She continued, "It (the heat) was a very powerful force. It was the heat, and the altitude. Everyone’s time was affected." UW-Parkside junior Will Van Axen (10th) said, "I realized about half way through the race that I just wanted to survive." Indeed, the 7,000-foot altitude and the extreme temperatures made everyone’s time deceptively slow. It would be safe to knock about 3 minutes of the women’s times and about 6 minutes off the men’s to determine the truly inspired efforts at this meet. "I thought there were some strong performances. The experienced walkers did well in the heat and the altitude," said Guest Coach Troy Engle. "I think to have a race (men’s) at 7,000 feet at 10 o’clock in the morning is a recipe for disaster," he added. The recipe, however, may need no adjustments. The 1997 Olympic Festival has already been cancelled because only 20,000 tickets were sold before this year’s Festival. The USOC was hoping to sell twice that number. Furthermore, the status of the 1999 and future Festivals appear to be in serious jeopardy.

MORE ON WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS

We had only sketchy information and incomplete results when we reported on the World Championships last month. Here is more, thanks to Bob Bowman, writing in T&F News.

Women’s 10 Km winner Irina Stankina, the World junior champion, is still only 18 years old. She, silver medalist Elisabetta Perrone, and China’s Gao Hongmiao broke free a field of a dozen contenders with about 2 kilometers to go. World Cup winner Gao was pulled by the judges as the three headed for the stadium entrance. Stankina had about 15 meters on Perrone as they entered the stadium and held most of that lead to the finish. Yelena Nikolayeva accelerated tremendously over the last 20 meters to nip Sari Essayah for the bronze, leaving many spectators, if not the judges, wondering about the legality of her progression.

The men’s 20 Km saw a pack of seven together at the halfway point in 40:31. That pack was down to five by the 15 km mark. It did not include one of the favorites, Mikhail Schennikov, who had dropped 30 seconds off the pace.

As they entered the final 2 Km loop, it was a three-man race—Didoni, Massana, and Daniel Garcia. Massana cracked first and when Garcia was pulled, just as Gao as they neared the entrance to the stadium, Didoni was on his own. "I knew that Garcia had his third warning and that I would win," said Dordoni. Dordoni’s countryman, Giovanni de Benedictis followed Massana across the line with an apparent bronze medal, but he received
his third and fourth red cards for his activities on the final straight and was given a post-finish DQ. So Yevgeniy Misyula, never far back, captured the bronze.

In the 50, Valentin Kononen, always close to the top, but never a winner, finally won a big one. “Sometimes, everything goes as it should,” said the 26-year-old Finn. “I have done it my way for 8 years and now it has paid off.”

World Cup winner Zhao Yongshen led from the start, as he had in the World Cup, but a large group of challengers lurked never more than 80 meters back. Zhao passed 25 km in 1:53:50 with his lead down to 10 seconds. At the 2 1/2 hour mark, Zhao was caught by Kononen, Viktor Ginko, and defending champion Jesus Garcia. As the split showed, Kononen accelerated sharply (22:31 from 25 to 30 km, 21:26 from 30 to 35, and then 21:49 and 21:33) and just Zhao tried to stay with him. But even Zhao was 26 seconds back by 40 km and just about finished. He covered the first half in 1:54:00 and second half in 1:49:42. He did his first 20 in 1:31:45 and the last 20 in 1:27:11.

The full results, with splits for the leaders (year of birth in parentheses):

Women’s 10 km: 1. Irina Stankina (77), Russia 42:43 (21:22) 2. Elisabetta Perrone (68), Italy 42:26 (21:22) 3. Yevgeniy Misyula (74), Belarus 42:00 (21:22)

5 km, Kononen moved on to an untroubled victory. He covered the first half in 1:54:00 and second half in 1:49:42. He did his first 20 in 1:31:45 and the last 20 in 1:27:11.

The full results, with splits for the leaders (year of birth in parentheses):

Women’s 10 km: 1. Irina Stankina (77), Russia 42:43 (21:22) 2. Elisabetta Perrone (68), Italy 42:26 (21:22) 3. Yevgeniy Misyula (74), Belarus 42:00 (21:22)

The full results, with splits for the leaders (year of birth in parentheses):

Women’s 10 km: 1. Irina Stankina (77), Russia 42:43 (21:22) 2. Elisabetta Perrone (68), Italy 42:26 (21:22) 3. Yevgeniy Misyula (74), Belarus 42:00 (21:22)

The full results, with splits for the leaders (year of birth in parentheses):

Women’s 10 km: 1. Irina Stankina (77), Russia 42:43 (21:22) 2. Elisabetta Perrone (68), Italy 42:26 (21:22) 3. Yevgeniy Misyula (74), Belarus 42:00 (21:22)
From Avram Shapiro in Howell Twp., N.J.: 

Ben Ottmer’s thoughts on coaching during the progress of a race are not hypothetical. On-course coaching by an official in a recent local grand-prix event caused obstruction to the second-place finisher, who had to pull back a few times to avoid the official who was instructing the leader. The winner is a relative newcomer to racewalking, and the benefits from the coaching throughout the race may have had an additional effect on the outcome. The second-place finisher filed a protest, but chose not to pursue it after winning the other two races in the series, which were free from coaching.

Ben thinks the official in this race was justified “in the best interests of racewalking,” so that more people will be drawn to the sport by learning the technique. I think the on-course coaching created a potentially dangerous situation that could have resulted in injury. It also gave an unfair advantage to the recipient of the coaching. Keep in mind that this was a race, not a training session. The idea of a race is to compete to win; to put into use the product of one’s training. Such competition should be pure, not contaminated by outside interference.

As for Ben’s complaint about competing against walkers having “sloppy” form, that’s why judges are needed. Where judges are absent, it is not unusual to be criticized by other competitors when one’s form deteriorates during a race. That’s part of the competition. On-course coaching by a non-competitor isn’t. Even judges have to stay on the sidelines.

From Ed Bouldin in Norwalk, Cal.

As you know, I am not a newcomer to the sport of racewalking. I started in 1971 as a member of the Southern California Striders. Other teammates included Bob Bowman, Martin Rudow, Rudy Haluza, John Kelley, and Jim Hanley. (Ed. A distinguished group—IAAF Racewalk Chairman; former national coach, author, video-tape producer, and outstanding clinician; two-time Olympian—1960 and 1968; Irish Olympian; and dedicated promoter and official, respectively.) Back then, racewalking was a true sport of walking, and the athletes will adjust to the way the calls are being made. But the burden falls on the officials for conformity in judging, and that has always been a problem that is not easily solved.)

LOOKING BACK

30 Years Ago (From the Sept. 1965 ORW)—Ron Laird overcame a muddy track (one huge puddle forced walkers into the fourth lane as they entered the homestretch) in Chicago’s Riis Park to win the National 1 Hour title, covering 7 miles 1432 yards. Taking a quick lead, Laird stretch his lead to as much as 56 seconds at 5 miles (37:39). Second place Jack Mortland then closed some ground, but was still 90 yards back at the finish. Mortland’s Ohio TC teammate, Jack Blackburn, was another 127 yards back. Ron Daniel came fourth, covering 7 miles 953 yards.

20 Years Ago (From the Sept. 1975 ORW)—Larry Young, our premier 50 Km walker (two Olympic bronze medals, two Pan Am golds) added another national title to his list, winning in Smithtown, N.Y. in 4:18:36. Augie Hirt was 12 minutes back, with John Knifton, Tom Knatt, Ray Somers, and Paul Ide also finishing under 4:40. . . . Sue Brodock was an easy winner of the women’s National 10. Her 52:03 put her nearly 7 minutes ahead of Sandy Briscoe. . . . Roland Weisser set a World’s Junior record for 10 Km in East Germany with 41:46.8.

10 Years Ago (From the Sept. 1985 ORW)—Paul Wick captured the National 15 Km title, finishing in 1:10:24. Frederico Valerio (1:12:35) and Larry Walker (1:12:43) followed. The women’s title went to Ester Lopez in 1:21:48 with Jolene Steigerwalt second. . . . The Men’s World Cup title went to the German Democratic Republic, with China winning the women’s title. The Isle of Man hosted the races. Hartwig Gauder led the GDR with 50 Km win in 3:47:31. Andrei Perlov, USSR, and Axel Noack, GDR, followed. For the U.S. Marco Evoniuk had 4:11:03 in 16th and Carl Schueler 4:13:14 in 19th. Spain’s Jose Marin won the 20 in 1:21:42, after apparent winner, Josef Pribilin, Czechoslovakia, was DQ’d. Maruizio Damiasso, Italy, and Viktor Mostovik, USSR, captured the other two medals. The Chinese women took one-two individually in a very close race. Hong Yan (46:22) and Guan Ping (46:23) just held off the USSR’s Olga Kristoph (46:24).
Yesteryear - Training 70 Years Ago

The following are extracts from 'The Secrets of Training', a book found in a bookshop's 'pre-loved' bin, and written by the famous British coach W.S. Alexander.

The book is fascinating, not only as an indication of how attitudes and knowledge about training have changed since October 1925 (the date on the preface), but also about social mores of the time.

For example, we aren't told his first name, only that he was a "Captain, Irish Guards" - though what that rank brought to his athletic expertise does not seem to need explanation. It was just the custom of the era...

The Preface begins:

In compiling this book on walking, marathon, track and cross-country running... well, he did have his priorities right!

Chapter I: TRAINING

which includes:

The best years are mainly between 21 & 28. In the case of longer distances, from half-mile upwards, marvellous performances have been done by men of ages 30 to 40... the man who has been an athlete can go into training... even at the age of sixty (!!!)

The same chapter covers:

MORNING BATH:

Cleanliness is absolutely essential to athletic success; but indiscriminate bathing when in training is not advocated... long immersion in cold water tightens the muscles and causes lethargy.

Sections follow on: rubbing (self massage), sun baths ("unfortunately the British Isles are not blessed with too much sun"), feet, teeth and sleep.

MEDICINE:

Medicine should not be indulged in more often than necessary to keep the bowels open, but a dose of salts about a week before a race will have most excellent results (2oz salts, ½oz senna leaves, Spanish liquorice and ginger).

Then, as a general part of training:

WHEN AND HOW TO WALK:

For the first 3 weeks, a man may find that walking exercises a considerable demand on his resources. Such fatigue is a sure indication of the necessity of walking. One of the finest tonics is a walk before breakfast, a mile out and a mile home every morning...

Walking is dealt with in greater depth in Chapter XIII, but before getting there I was intrigued by

Chapter II:

DIET & SMOKING

Diet is largely a matter of individual taste and digestive capabilities. Men (note the gender, it being taken for granted that women were not athletes in those days) who never touch meat have shown themselves to be possessed of the most wonderful stamina while others would merely become ill and unfit for hard work could they not obtain it.

... These meals a day are necessary for a man in training... should a late dinner be required at night, it is recommended that it is taken not later than 8pm.

After a severe race or violent exercise, it is advisable to allow at least an hour before loading the stomach - such a course may induce bililessness...

Moving on to drinking, ... forgo the luxury of the early morning cup of tea. A far less pleasant substitute... a glass of water... glass of light ale between 11 and 12 o'clock is permissible, but only after exercise and with a biscuit. Half a pint with the mid-day meal, and half a pint between 3 and 9pm is recommended. Spirits and liqueurs must on no account be taken, except in the case of an accident, but a half-tumbler of champagne one day in place of the ale is excellent. (!)

Smoking: if it is desired to become a first-class athlete, smoking should not be indulged in. The fact that some fine athletes do not forgo this luxury does not minimise its effects.

Smoking is extremely harmful to the man in training, and is liable to damage his heart and lungs to a considerable extent. If it cannot be entirely given up, it should be reduced by at least half during training and competition.

CHAPTER III: CLOTHING

SHORTS: these should be very loose, at least 24 inches in leg circumference, and should end 4-5 inches above the knee. The athlete is strongly advised to have the shorts made to measure.

A USEFUL HINT

For walking or running long distances, Russian tallow or pure yellow soap should be rubbed over the feet and ankles and on the inside of socks, under and around the crutch, and under the armpits, against chafing.

THE SLIP

Every athlete should wear a slip. It guards against the risk of rupture and considerably reduces fatigue.

MORAL ADVICE

No amount of advice that can be given is of any value unless the athlete is prepared to exercise the sternest self-control and discipline. (Could the gallant captain have been referring to SEX? !)

More next month, to include Mr. Alexander's suggested training schedules.